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- List of printing supplies, David Harry
- White Matlack, et al of the American Merchants and Captains at Bordeaux to Dr. George Logan
- James Anderson to Lloyd Zachary
- James Logan to Robert Hunter
- Bill Thomas Stretch to Lloyd Zachary
- Colonel Robert Quarry complaints against the Government of Pennsylvania initialed by William Penn, circa 1689
- Receipt of Andrew Bradford for printing of "Laws of the Province"
- A Map of that Part of Bucks County released by the Indians to the Proprietaries of Pensilvania [Pennsylvania] on September 1737
- Directions for Brewing
- Plan of a field
- Plan of Slate Roof House
- James Logan's intended library architectural draft, 1746
- James Logan letter to Sarah Read
- James Logan letter to William Logan, 1732
- Articles of Impeachment against James Logan
- James Logan letter to Shekallamy [Shikellamy] and Allummapes [Alumapees/Sassoonan]
- James Logan letter to Conrad Weiser
- Benjamin Franklin letter scrap to James Logan, 1749
- James Logan letter to Peter Collinson, 1749
- James Logan letterbook Volume III, 1725-1732 (Vol. 6)
- James Logan list of books to be purchased in London, 1729
- James Logan account book, 1712-1720
- Part of Stenton Plantation map, undated
- Map of German Township [Germantown], Roxborough, and surrounding area, 1731
- Deborah Norris Logan diary, 1815-1816
- Deborah Norris Logan diary, 1816-1817
- Sally Logan Norris silhouette
- Joseph Champion business correspondence to William Logan, 1765-1768
- Vellum map of Kensington
- Charles Thomson letter to John Dickinson, 1776
- James Logan letter to William Logan, April 8, 1728
- James Logan letter to John Penn, 1731
- Allummapies [Sassoonan] land grant to Christopher Stumpf and others, 1731